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Presentation Outline
• Who is this guy and what’s his story?
• About Jana and Jana’s Campaign
• About gender and relationship violence
• Men, masculinity and violence
• Questions and final remarks
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Who is this guy?
What’s his story?

“I talk to guys about
guy stuff.”
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Who is this guy?
What’s his story?
Voss Distinguished Professor of Leadership Studies
Executive Director, Center for Civic Leadership
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Who is this guy?
What’s his story?
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My Family Story

Jana Mackey, Step-daughter
July 9, 2008
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About Jana
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Our Call to Action
“The way we see it, we have
two choices. We can either
grieve, or we can grieve and act.
We chose the latter.”
- Drs. Curt and Christie Brungardt
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Jana’s Campaign, Inc.
• Jana’s Campaign is a national education and violence
prevention organization with the single mission of reducing
gender and relationship violence.
• Middle and High Schools
• Colleges and Universities
• Community-Wide Organizations and Agencies
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Jana’s Campaign, Inc.
Our Reach and Scope
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Secondary Education
Bystander Intervention
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Higher Education
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Higher Education
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Community Education

Social Media
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My Work: Engaging Men and Boys to Stop
Gender Violence
“My viewpoint and

perspective are shaped
by my research in the
field and my experience
working with violent and
abusive men.”
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My Work: Engaging Men and Boys to Stop
Gender Violence
• Co-chair, the Batterer’s Intervention Program Advisory Board for the state of Kansas
• Speaker and facilitator, Batterer’s Intervention Programs (Kansas, Missouri, Texas)
• National Advisory Board and Trainor, Coaching Boys Into Men
• National Speaker on Engaging Men and Boys to Reduce Gender and Relationship Violence
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Gender and Relationship Abuse and Violence
“What’s this look like?”
• Psychological and emotional abuse
• Control, isolate, intimidate, harass, verbally abuse
and threaten

• Stalking
• Unwanted following and appearances, and
unwanted phone calls, texts and social media
contacts
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Gender and Relationship Abuse and Violence
“What’s this look like?”
• Sexual abuse and violence
• Sexual harassment, coercion, contact without
consent, sexual assault, rape

• Physical violence
• Slapping, hitting, choking, kicking, pushing and
assault with a weapon
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Gender and Relationship Abuse and Violence
• “Violence against women is a global health problem of
epidemic proportions.”
-Dr. Margaret Chan, Director-General, World Health Organization

• One in three women will be a victim
of violence in their lifetime –
worldwide.
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Teens and Gender Violence
• 1 in 10 teens report physical violence each year.
• Verbal, emotional, sexual, stalking/cyberstalking – 1 in 3
• 26% of women and 15% of men who were victims of contact sexual violence, physical
violence, and/or stalking by an intimate partner in their lifetime first experienced these
or other forms of violence by that partner before age 18.
• The burden of TDV is not shared equally across all groups—sexual minority groups are
disproportionately affected by all forms of violence, and some racial/ethnic minority
groups are disproportionately affected by many types of violence.
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College and Gender Violence
• 1 in 5 (20%) of female students are sexually assaulted
while in college.
• 70% of women sexually assaulted on a college campus knew their
perpetrator.
• 43% of college women report experiencing abusive dating behaviors.
• 52% of college students know someone in an abusive relationship, yet
only 8% feel they should intervene.
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Gender Violence
• On average, nearly 20 people per minute are physically abused
by an intimate partner in the United States. During one year,
this equates to more than 10 million women and men.
• 1 in 5 women and 1 in 71 men in the United States has been
raped in their lifetime.
• 60.8% of female stalking victims and 43.5% men reported being
stalked by a current or former intimate partner.
• Between 14% and 25% of women are sexually assaulted by
intimate partners during their relationship.
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A Man’s Issue

“While both men and women
are victims of gender and
relationship violence,
overwhelmingly, men are the
perpetrators and women are
the victims.”
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A Man’s Issue
“While most men never use or directly support violence,
the simple fact is that men are the overwhelming
perpetrators of gender and relationship violence.”

“This is our responsibility.
This is our issue.”
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A Man’s Issue

85% Non-violent

15% Violent
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A Man’s Issue
“We all own this issue. Even good men support an
environment that encourages other men to be violent.”
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Rape Culture
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The Man Code
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Policing “The Man Code”
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The Man Code
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The Man Code
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The Man Code
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The Man Code: Silence and Violence
“Violence (and especially violence against women) is
deeply rooted in traditional forms of masculinity.”
“…the socialization of boys regarding masculinity is often at the
expense of women. I came to realize that we don’t raise boys to be
men, we raise them not to be women (or gay men). We teach boys
that girls and women as “less than” and that leads to violence by
some and silence by many.” –Don McPherson
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Gender Roles and Consequences
“Boys are twice as likely to drop out of school as girls and four times
more likely to be expelled. As early as elementary school, boys
confront messages that encourage them to disconnect from their
emotions, devalue authentic friendships, objectify and degrade
women and girls, and resolve conflicts
through violence.”
-The Mask You Live In
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The Mask You Live In
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Why Men are Violent Toward Women
The root cause of gender violence often can be narrowed down
to one or all three of these environmental factors:
1. Fundamental conditions of gender inequality. Some men see
themselves as privileged and see women and girls as property to
be owned.
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Why Men are Violent Toward Women
2. Harmful, violent and controlling aspects of masculinity. Some
men see the use of power and the use of violence to control
women as an acceptable part of being a man.
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Why Men are Violent Toward Women
3. Personal history of one’s own trauma. Some men have not
properly dealt with their own childhood memories as witnesses
or as victims of violence themselves. This trauma can sometimes
result in the replication of dangerous behaviors.
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Athletics and Gender & Relationship Violence
• At all levels (from little league baseball to the NFL)
• Athletes and privilege

Johnny M anziel

• The ‘brotherhood effect’ from sports teams
• The world is watching
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My Request of You
1. If you’re abusive or violent, you can stop. Controlling
behaviors and violence are learned behaviors and they
can be unlearned.
2. If you’re non-abusive and non-violent, you can
challenge rape culture and male attitudes that lead to
violence by some.
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My Request of You
• Refuse to remain silent
• Refuse to “cover for your buddy” when the stakes are high
• Don’t participate in, and call out language that degrades
and/or objectifies women
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My Request of You
• Don’t participate in blaming the victim
• Victim blaming is language that focuses on what a victim of sexual
or physical violence did or did not do.
• It implies that their behavior makes them fully or partly
responsible for being assaulted or for failure to prevent the
assault.

• Examples:
• She was asking for it!
• What was she wearing?
• Did she drink too much?
• She didn’t fight back!
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My Request of You
• Understand and participate in behaviors consistent with
consent
• Consent is when someone agrees, gives permission, or says yes to
sexual activity with another person.
• Consent is always freely given and both people in the sexual
situation must feel that they are able to say “yes” or “no” or stop
the sexual activity at any point.
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My Request of You
• Consent should not be assumed:
• Body language, appearance or non-verbal communication
• Dating relationship or previous sexual activity
• Marriage
• Silence, passive or lack of resistance
• Incapacitation (drugs or alcohol)
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My Request of You
• Intervene against violence of other men
• Commit to becoming an active bystander who intervenes when
you see something that’s not right. It should become your moral
obligation to intervene in any situation where a female may feel
uncomfortable, pressured, or abused.
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My Request of You
• Serve as a role model and commit to real fatherhood
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It’s On Us
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It’s On Us
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It’s On Us
“…we think it is essential that men and boys play a primary role in
the solution of gender violence. To do that, well-meaning men…
men who, for the most part don’t see themselves as part of the
problem… need to get involved.”
-Tony Porter, Co-Founder
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The Next Generation of Manhood
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The ‘Men’s Movement to Stop Violence
Against Women’
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The ‘Men’s Movement to Stop Violence
Against Women’

Jason Witten
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Join the Movement
“I invite you to join the movement. On behalf of
your mother, your sister(s) and all of the women
that you love, let’s work together to reduce
gender and relationship violence.”
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1 is 2 Many
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Questions?
Dr. Curt Brungardt
cbrungar@fhsu.edu

College Athletes Version
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Jana’s Story
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